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1. Our Vision is for Houghton & Wyton community Shop to be run as a thriving, profitable shop and community hub for
current and future residents and visitors.
2. Our Mission

Economic - Run a financially sustainable shop
Environmental - Reduce our carbon footprint and improve the local environment
Social - Grow our local community’s strength and resilience

3. Our Values
Underpinning our mission are our values - We are friendly, we are trusted, we care,
we listen, we inspire, and we are appropriately commercial

4. Background to our plan
4.1 Our View of the External World
Macro economic forecasts affecting our plan lead us to assume inflation will rise gradually to 2% and interest rates will rise to 1% by year 3.
Unemployment rates will remain low with wages rising above inflation – especially in terms of the national living wage.
Local Demographic factors - At the moment the parish population is just over 1800 and there are 826 houses, 26% are retired and the
average house prices are limiting access to younger home buyers, but this is likely to change as we look to the future.
The parish Council is aware of plans to build 140, 3-4 bedroom family sized houses in the Parish over the next 3-5 years. This will move the
population up to an estimated 2500 and bring in families, more than likely with younger children, to balance the age grouping as a result.
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There are two key built up areas in H & W parish, the main village and Pine Hill Park. Both these are key for our customer base. Wyton on the
Hill (WOTH) sits outside the Parish boundary, but we will continue to be fully inclusive when promoting our shop.
In the same vein we will also be certain to include our important customers from our neighbouring communities – Hemingford Abbots,
Hemingford Grey and Hartford.
Our Shop sees these changes in the demographics of the village as an opportunity and we will be making every effort to welcome the new
residents into the village community and to make full use of the shop, albeit they are only likely to impact in a small way over the duration of this
plan.
Volunteering - Extracts from a presentation given by Andrew G Haldane, Chief Economist, Bank of England and Power to Change Business in
Community Hands report 2019 suggests that volunteering numbers have reached a ten-year high with 44% of UK adults having done some
form of formal voluntary work over the previous 12 months and 1 in 4 of us volunteering ‘frequently’.
It is possible this upward trend will continue, given an ageing population, which will boost older cohorts where volunteer participation rates are
high and through younger cohorts where there is evidence of a behaviour shift, with participation rates having doubled in the past decade.
We note that there is strong evidence on the link between volunteering and improved mental health and wellbeing through a range of benefits
including enjoyment, satisfaction and achievement, meeting people and making friends, broadening life experience, boosting confidence,
reducing stress, improving physical health and learning new skills. We have included the opportunity for volunteering within our planning whilst
also recognising the economic value to Our Shop of volunteers which is worth about £20,000 per year.

Other relevant trends that we have recognised and are reflected in our plans:





The retired population is likely to increase with improved health and welfare driving up life expectancy
More people are likely to be working from home and doing flexible working hours
There will be continued improvements to communication and transport links (guided bus) which will mean travel to and from the village
are likely to increase. Whilst this means some will take trips away from the village others will make the village their destination.
Visitor number will remain strong, particularly during the summer but there will be a peak capacity that limits summer growth, but without
doubt there are still growth opportunities relating to the less busy seasons in the spring and autumn.
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Food and shopping trends :
-

Increasingly time-sensitive –want to optimise/minimise the amount of time spent on regular “chore” shopping

-

Health conscious –focus on total wellbeing, diets, allergies, ageing population, prevalence of health tracking devices, DNA testing

-

Individual –availability of personal data drives increased targeting of shopping via offers, coupons, menu suggestions, experiences, etc

-

Experimental –move from “buying what you know” to willing to try new things (80% of shoppers say so), driven by wider travel, more
info available, access to wider choice etc

-

Socially conscious –environmental concerns, ethical sourcing, sustainability and particularly those driving climate change , traceability,
food safety

4.2 Strengths and Weaknesses
Representatives from our key stakeholders (e.g. Staff, volunteers, shareholders, shoppers, neighbours) attended our strategic Planning
meeting in October and together this SWOT was created.
Strengths
Convenient /local
Having the Post Office
Makes a positive Contribution to Village Life
By being very local we offer a more environmentally friendly form of
shopping without the need to travel.

Weaknesses
Limited space
Price – cannot always compete with supermarkets
Limited range of fresh produce

Opportunities
To become a more environmentally sustainable entity
Support less packaging (reduce, re-use, re-cycle)
Welcome to new residents, campers, visitors
Community coming together to swap/share/cook discuss meal and recipes
Website for ordering and delivery service
Promote ‘Crop for the Shop’ initiative
Use out of date product for charitable purpose

Threats
More residents shopping on line
If a shop opened at Houghton Grange or WOTH
Losing the PO or some of the services offered
Not enough volunteers coming forward
Loss of support from the village
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4.3 Competitor Analysis
1-3 miles
Dobbies

Strengths
Walter Smith meats
Laithwaites
Peterborough branch has Amazon Locker
Other attractions on site

Weaknesses
Limited range, especially fresh produce
Price
Food hall very limited part of mix

Hartford Village Store

Newspaper delivery
Friendly service
Opening hours

Limited range
Not much fresh produce

Hartford Garage services

Long opening hours
Hot food available
Amazon locker facility
High volume of passing trade

Limited range
Little fresh produce except cut flowers.

Farmer’s Market St Ives

Local produce
Informed, friendly service
Sense of community

Limited availability, Only 1st and 3rd Saturday
mornings

St Ives Market

Friendly service
Sense of community
Some local

Limited product ranges
Limited availability Mon/Friday
Some products unknown sourcing

Convenient, big range, some items cheap
Known brands
Some local, health products
Free parking

Big company
Limited human interaction
Some hidden issues (health, ethical) through
food chains/marketing

Bigger branch, more products available

Parking and convenience

3-5 miles
Tesco, Sainsbury’s, M&S, Aldi, Lidl in
Huntingdon
Waitrose, Morrison’s, Co-op, Aldi in
St Ives
Nearest Post Office St Ives or in WH Smith,
Huntingdon
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5+ miles
Johnsons Farm shop

Internet

Huge meat offer, majority own supply
Own sausages, bakery and meat products cooked
onsite
Cheese counter
Destination farmshop
Tearoom/steakhouse/farm added attraction
Family business
Home delivery
Range and choice

Price
Limited choice in certain categories
Not catering for everyday e.g. household

Substitutes
Time slots

Sometimes quality issues and question
marks over the sustainability of this model
Box schemes

Local produce
More ethical/environmental (no plastic)

Get what you’re given
Allocated day
Limited range of fruit and vegetables only

4.4 Review of achievements
Acquisition
Houghton & Wyton Community Shop Limited (HWCS) first started trading as Our Shop in April 2017 supported by the following funding:
- £341,400 shares sale proceeds from 312 individuals
- £300, 000 grant from Power to Change (part of the National Lottery)
- £150,000 loan from Triodos Bank
Our vision is for HWCS to be run as a thriving, profitable shop and community hub for current and future residents and visitors. Our stated
ambition is to build a sustainable business and pass surplus profits to a charitable fund which will enable the community to help itself by
supporting deserving individuals and projects and by being good neighbours.
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Environment
The advancement of environmental protection or improvement remains a key objective. During 2019 we achieved the following:






Year on year 34% reduction of plastic bag purchases. Continued promotion of Bag for Life and re-using carrier bags
Increased our local suppliers from 3 initially to 18 by the end of 2019.
Became a recycling centre for ink cartridges, crisp packets, spectacles, whilst continuing to collect and recycle batteries.
With the new refrigeration and LED lighting we achieved a decrease in our energy usage by an estimated 30% during April to August.
Successfully trialled the returnable glass milk bottle.

Finance





Our performance in turnover puts us in the top ten of community shops in the country
In 2018 we achieved a 22% growth in turnover finishing the year ahead of budget. We increased the average daily basket size to £4.42
and the average daily shopping transactions from 322 to 348. The original 3 year plan projected a net surplus for the year of £17k but
due to additional investment in repairs, lease finance and increased staffing hours; we ended the year at £9k. We invested £65k
including upgrading our refrigeration, EPOS, CCTV and various property improvements
In 2019 sales have increased by 10% over last year. Once again we increased the average daily basket size to £4.54 and the average
daily shopping transactions from 369. Importantly our gross margin also continued to improve, finishing the year at 21.6% compared to
our budget of 21.8%. Our net profit before tax was £40,833.

Community








We have maintained a pool of 40 – 60 volunteers and they continue to support the shop (shop floor,
book-keepers, product pick up and more) recording an average excluding the management committee
of 156 hours. New volunteers continue to join.
Community corner is now firmly established and we are trialling a weekly scrabble event on a Tuesday.
Supporting local charities with loose change box which is slowly raising donations.
Supporting over 10 local clubs and organisations.
In 2019 we supported Jo Cox Community event with the trial of a Pop Up’ shop on the Playing field.
We intend to make our first donation to the Community Fund of £1.8k in April 2020.
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Shareholders




We currently have 310 shareholders
We are currently on track to make the planned interest payment to shareholders at the end of April 2020 as per our original 3 year plan
Planning is underway to release a further share offering in April 2020 which will provide funds to start to support withdrawals

Recognition




5

Highly Commended as Regional Finalist in the 2019 Countryside Alliance Awards for Best Village Shop
Featured in Country Life August 2019
Case study in Plunkett Foundation Better Business Report 2019, Launched and presented in the House of Lords 15 October, 2019

Strategic Aims for 2020 – 2023

Mission
Economic
Run a financially
sustainable shop

Strategic Aims
1. To improve margin
i) 22.5%
ii) 23.5%
iii)24.2%

2.

To increase turnover ( inflation at 2% for 3 years)
4.3% in 2020
4% in 2021
3.2% in 2022

3.

Build up capital reserves

Strategies/ tactics
1.1Review learning and feedback.
1.2 Use customer feedback, Market Research, Data Analysis,
Monitoring to respond quickly to emerging trends and changing
patterns of demand.
1.3 Strengthen supplier base, taking advantage of promotions and
improve buying prices where possible.
2.1 Produce 3 year Engagement Strategy for all stakeholders as part of
increasing average basket spend and growing number of transactions.
2.2. Build, raise awareness of, communicate and deliver the brand
values and USP of Our Shop through everything we do.
3.Review and prioritise reinvestment of surpluses into reserves.
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Environmental

1. More local producers

Reduce our carbon
footprint and improve
the local environment

2. Reduce energy consumption

3. Reduce packaging

1.Search for and secure new suppliers including garden grown
produce
2. 1 Generate and use renewable energy – installing solar panels
2.2 Replace equipment with more efficient forms – stock room
chillers,
Storage freezers
3.Trial bulk purchase products

4. Reduce car usage

Social

1.

Open new community share ongoing offer

Grow our local
community’s strength
and resilience

2.

Maintain volunteer levels at 60 on bank for front and back room
tasks (retention)

3.

Community

4.

Provide lead for clubs and societies to talk and share village
calendar
New residents to the parish

4.1 cycle racks (in conjunction with Parish Council)
4.2 Improved fresh produce in response to market research
1. Rolling scheme using new share capital to fund share withdrawals
2.0 2 x volunteer events
2.1 3 Rings rostering programme
2.2 Volunteer engagement with local suppliers
3. Scrabble/knit and natter, recipe swaps etc in community corner

5.

4. Host and organise village wide meeting/calendar x 2 year
5. Welcome packs, lead on hosting meeting for Houghton Grange
residents

Other assumptions
1. H&WCS is a great
place to work
2. Additional
overheads/cost
assumptions/buildi
ng maintenance

Governance,
Management, and
Leadership

1.Retain staff

2. Obtain office and storage space for shop administration.
3. Maintain free banking services
4. Consolidate flat income
5. Minimising financial underwriting of the Post Office service.
1. Lead the organisation through this strategic period and beyond.
2. To ensure there is a fully functioning Management Committee in
operation.

1.1 Increase available hours X 5 hours
1.2 Pay above minimum wage
1.3 Training allowance
2. Rent space in the St.Mary’s Centre for book-keeping etc.
3. Switch accounts as required to secure free banking
4. Limit vacant periods to 8 weeks per year.
5. Maximise awareness of Post Office products and services.
1. 1 H&WCS Governance, Leadership and Management is given the
time and resources required.
2. 1 On-going committee development.
2.2 To attract and retain new volunteers to the Management
Committee.
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2.2 To regularly review H&WCS Management Committee performance
and succession planning to ensure sustainability
2.3 To regularly review the Management Committee skills required to
deliver the strategy.
3. To ensure the Management Committee operate within the law,
H&WCS Model Rules, Code of Governance, and Code of Conduct.

3.1 To finalise the H&WCS Governance handbook, and to operate
within the guidelines
3.2 To invest in the Management Committee Development.

6

H&WCS USP (Unique Selling Proposition)

‘Our’ Shop – the beating heart of our community.
Where I always feel welcome and at home, will be uplifted seeing friendly faces, spending my time chatting and
choosing some new and different things, knowing I’ll be helping others and the planet in the process.
Run for and by the community, personal service, home delivery, range of everyday and local one off suppliers and products, greetings cards,
fresh produce, extensive opening hours, environmentally aware and trying to do something about being carbon neutral, having a post office,
convenient location in the heart of the village, price parity with supermarkets on some products, free parking outside.
Target Audience (from market research conducted in 2018)
Our immediate community
All residents in Houghton and Wyton (the product mix to appeal to those who shop at Tesco, as well as those
who prefer to shop Waitrose)
Our wider community
Residents from nearby villages e.g. WOTH, The Hemingford’s, Hartford
Visitors (residential or day)
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7. Financial Plan

H&WCS P&L

Actual

Three year Plan

9 months 12 months 12 months

12 months 12 months 12 months

Apr-Dec Jan - Dec

Jan - Dec Jan - Dec

Key Financial Data

2017

Shop Sales (Gross - incl VAT)
Y.O.Y % growth

365,165
-

2018

Jan - Dec
2019

2020

2021

Jan - Dec
2022

558,265
21.14%

611998
9.63%

638,453
4.32%

663,991
4.00%

685,059
3.17%

322
4.12

348
4.39

369
4.54

378
4.61

386
4.71

390
4.82

330,012
277,683

512,760
413,970

551,360
432,495

579,053
448,665

602,206
460,980

621,306
471,076

SHOP Gross Profit
%

52,328

98,790

118,866

16%

19.3%

21.6%

130,388
22.5%

141,226
23.5%

150,230
24.2%

Overhead Expenditure
Contribution from Flat
Post Office Contribution

63,035
-4,045
4,930

81,816
10,604
3,041

92,300
8,730
2

100,539
7,630
-748

106,524
6,525
-2,037

104,977
7,978
-2,734

9,821
-2.98%

30,619
5.97%

35,298
6.40%

36,731
6.34%

39,191
6.51%

50,497
8.13%

249
0

-6,959
0

-5,536
0

-4,191
11,189

-2,658
11,189

-7,107
11,189

Net profit before tax
-10,070
Year end cash balances
Proposed Capital expenditure (included in the above figures)
Share Capital

37,579

40,833
26,255

29,733
26,444
7,000
341,400

30,660
27,379
6,900
339,400

46,415
33,351
18,000
336,400

Average no. of transactions per month
Average Basket size
Shop Income
Cost Of Goods Sold Net (excl VAT)

EBITDA
%
Financial adjustments
Distribtution/Re-investment

-

341,400
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Notes to the accounts
1. Year on year sales growth more conservative moving forward as we believe we have already achieved the uplift
from having a Community Shop
2. We believe that we can increase margin and basket size by enhancing the mix of products offered
3. The reduction in flat contribution reflects movement to shorter term lets with some voids
4. Post Office income remains static however expenditure increases with inflation
5. Financial adjustments include depreciation, interest on loans, HP and income from the original lottery grant
6. Share capital is based on new investment together with an element of withdrawals however we anticipate that
overall the number of shareholders will increase.
7. Our aim is to continue to reinvest surplus profits back into the shop and the community.
8. EBITDA stands for earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation often referred to as operating
profit.

Key messages of how you can support your shop:
Increase your spend in the shop
As far as possible bring your transactions to the Post Office i.e. cash withdrawals, road tax, etc.

8. Membership Strategy

Members are at the heart of the HWCS. Membership is the means by which HWCS is owned by the community. Membership provides
members with access to information via the AGM, a voice in the HWCS by attending, speaking and submitting questions and motions at the
AGM and the opportunity to be elected to the management committee which runs the affairs of the organisation.
In line with Our Model Rules and those relating to Community Benefit Society’s, our commitment to the community and the financial
sustainability of the business comes ahead of member benefits.
During the period of this strategy we aim:
1. To keep a broad shareholder/member base attracting new residents or residents who missed the share offer first time around and inviting
existing members if they wish to increase their shareholding.
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2. Issue our first share interest in line with the original business plan. Review share interest at the end of each financial year and dependent on
our financial position to commit to annual share interest payments.
3. Review and consult with members over a share withdrawal process which is orderly and fair to all members and implement if the Committee
is satisfied that its financial reserves obligations are met each year.
4. To continue to communicate with our members via email and post in regards to the formalities of being a member of HWCS.

9. Engagement Plan
The engagement plan in the appendix is split into 2 – one for residents and one for visitors. The aim is to ensure that our shop messages
connect with the intended audience in the most meaningful way. We care about everyone who interacts with Our shop. The aim of the
engagement plan is speak to everyone as individuals, based on what they do with us, to achieve specific outcomes for them and us. We have
to reach out to them.

Engagement Strategy
Stakeholders
And means of
communication
Customers (local)
-Web
-Email mailing list
-In store
- Face book

Increase Basket Spend







Members of the
community (who are
not yet customers)

In store Point Of Sale
(POS)
Fixtures
In store
tastings/theatre
New suppliers
Reduce plastic and
packaging products

Increase number of
transactions
(customers and frequency of
existing customers)

email bulletins

Wine Club

Shop exterior (light, bike
racks awnings,)

Increase
shareholders/new
shareholder offer










Newsletter drop in
Hemingford’s, Pine Hill
Park, Wyton on the Hill
Parish magazine
Price comparisons
Take shop to Pine Hill,
Hartford, Hemingford,
Grange, events)









Door to door
newsletter informing
residents about share
offer
Communicate
via website
In store application
form
Public meeting
Door to door
newsletter informing
residents about share
offer
Communicate via
website
Public meeting
As above

Increase /retain volunteers

Succession planning
for management
committee

Increase community
involvement









Welcome pack to new
residents
Time Bank coffee
mornings
Newsletters





Food bank x 3 year
Charity /loose
change box
recycling corner
Dementia friendly

Box office for
village events
Food bank
Recycling
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Volunteers






Existing shareholders

As customers

Emails
Newsletters
Face 2f ace Gatherings/
recognition evenings
Break into small groups
Made to feel special –
trips to suppliers
Information sharing with
snippets and news
Offering training and
development e.g. learning
more about wine
Twinning /visit other
community shops

As above



Face 2 face asks



Ask through
AGM
communications


Clubs, Societies and
other organisations







Staff



Through regular
meetings raise
awareness of products
and suppliers for staff
to pass onto customers







Talks to groups e.g.
Over 60’s
letter/flyer sent to
all clubs/societies
in village detailing
what we offer
Facilitate annual
joint clubs/societies
meeting
Facilitate joint
gathering for new
residents/
Houghton Grange
Attend Annual
parish meeting

Keep staff up to date with
latest sales and
performance to share with
volunteers
Training in systems,
processes, product
knowledge and
awareness.
Updates regard changes
in legislation.
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Aim to achieve an award and
have two mentions in the local
media

Media

Promote benefit of
volunteering with case studies
in local media
Ensure communications are
timely, appropriate and
supportive

AGM – efficient and
informative and social

Hosting visits

Management
Committee

Suppliers

Visitors



Support instore
promotions and
tastings

As for Customers








Produce general
information leaflet for
campsites, National Trust
(NT) Mill, Businesses in
the village, Tourist
Information Centres etc
Establish web links with
campsites re pre-ordering
basics
Review with NT a
welcome pack for the
static camping pods
Signs Thicket road, Lock
Establish links with
cycling groups/walking
groups



Promote community
impact via media
2020 – 2022 Strategic
planning day – invite
range of people to
join in a planning
day?




Be ambassadors in
the community
One member to sit
on the H&W
community fund

Promote share offer
to regular visitors
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Market Research Plan 2020-23
Regular Customers: Quantitative survey Late Spring 2020, 2022
Non Customers: focus group discussion – Spring 2020
Visitors quantified research: summer 2020, 2022
Social Impact Study (PC/Timebank/ H&W community fund) – Autumn 2020

10. Strategic Risk Register

The Strategic Risk Register is currently being reviewed and once agreed will be included as part of this 3 year Strategic Plan.
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11. Monitoring
Reporting – the Management Committee have considered what information will be required on a regular basis to monitor the performance of
the shop. The committee will also be monitoring the social impact of retaining the shop in the community.

Financial & System Controls:
Reporting area:

Frequency:

Health & Safety report
Monthly
Staff & Volunteer reporting
Monthly
Management accounts
Monthly
Monthly tracking against budget/forecast Monthly
Cash/Till reconciliation
Daily
Bank reconciliation
Weekly
Aged Creditors/Debtors
Monthly
Wastage
Monthly
Supplier performance
Monthly
Category/Rolling stock check
On-going
Total stock check
6 monthly
Asset maintenance reporting
Monthly
Gross margin
Monthly
Risk register
Monthly
Forecast revision and cash flow projection Monthly
Post Office Audit
6 monthly
Budgeting and planning exercise
Annually

Source/System of review
Management Committee review
Management Committee review
Xero/EPOS/Management Committee review
XERO/ EPOS/ Management Committee review
EPOS/Cashing up check and banking
Xero/Bank Statements/ Book keeping process
XERO
EPOS/Wastage book/Manager
Orders/Delivery notes
EPOS/manual inspection
Stock take
Management Committee review
XERO/ Management Committee review
Management Committee review
Management Committee review
PO system/Record keeping /Inspection
Management Committee review

Note:
EPOS stands for Electronic Point
Of Sale
XERO is an accounting software
package

Authorisation levels and capital control:
Reserves account
Current Account
Share Account

Dual signature payment & transfer
Manager and chosen signatories authorisation
Dual signature payment & transfer
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Social Impact
Greater
Community
Cohesiveness

Improved local
environment

Desired outcome
1. New volunteers coming
forward

Measurement
1. The number and frequency of
volunteers in the shop

Methodology
1. All volunteer time and
frequency to be recorded on to
SAGE finance system and
reported monthly

2. More individuals engaging
with village organisations

2. i) The number of people
engaging with village
organisations
ii) The number of active volunteers
in these groups

2. Three or four questions taken
from Cabinet Office Community
Life survey and included in Shop
survey

3. The socially isolated feel
welcome and connected to the
community via the shop

3. Informally record who is in this
category

1. Increase the number of local
producers supplying the shop

1. Supplier Manual, detailing
products and sustainability of
suppliers

3. Short survey using Campaign
to End Loneliness questions
amongst this cohort of shop
users
1. The number of local
suppliers will be reported
monthly to the management
committee.

2. Reduced car journeys out of
the village for food and services

2. Measure new users to the shop
from the village, and frequency of
use of existing users

2. Shop survey amongst existing
users and non users

3.Reduce environmental
footprint of the shop.

3. i) Utility bills
ii) Record number of plastic bags
given away

3. i) Analyse usage over period
of time.
ii) Review orders for plastic bags
against sales.
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